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change, rising sea levels, and turbulent
storms are creating dramatic scenes of
destruction and
disaster. We must listen to the call of the
sea; to its sounds, its movements, and
every life form in its waters.

Questions

Editors’ Note
The Coast Salish people travelled the
oceans of the Northwest Coast of
British Columbia and Washington for
millennia. An awareness and appreciation of their languages, cultures, and
long standing relationship with these
waters continues to this day. I acknowledge their territories, their presence, and
contributions.
The Salish Sea consists of a complex
network of ocean waters including the
southern part of British Columbia extending to the State of Washington. In 2009, the
Strait of Georgia, Juan de Fuca and Puget
Sound were officially named the Salish Sea.

Introduction
The voice of the sea in Hear Me, Hear
My Voice begins with the Salish Sea
inhabited by the Indigenous people of
the Northwest Coast of British Columbia, it also begins with a need for the
care and protection of ocean waters that
extend around the world where climate

Are we listening to the voice of the sea?
To its delicate and turbulent nature? To
the way it
nurtures life and our own sense of well
being? Are we listening to its calls for
care and protection from oil spills, shipwrecks, and various forms of pollution?
Answers to some of these questions
are proposed in a short animated film
based on a poetic script devoted to the
care and protection of the Salish Sea. A
combination of script and animated fine
art images form the basis for exploring the beauty of the Salish Sea while
addressing concerns about its future and
our well being.

Beauty of the Sea
What is the secret of the beauty of the
sea? Is it the swish of lapping waves as
they lull us into calm? The bright sheen
of reflection mirroring the skies? The
energy of a cresting wave as it rolls into
a curl? Or is it the scattered tossing of
driftwood on a wild and stormy beach?
Perhaps it is the elusive quality described

by the singer Van Morrison (1970) in
his lyrics and mystical music ‘Into the
mystic’:
Hark, now the sailor’s cry,
Smell the sea and feel the sky
Let your soul and spirit fly,
Into the mystic.

Whatever the beauty of the sea, it
remains a powerful force in our lives.

Storyboard and Film
The storyboard is a vital organizational
tool in developing narratives, preparing voice rehearsals, sequencing ideas,
creating soundtracks, and engaging
animation. This arts integration brings
script and visual art together in telling
a story of the Salish Sea and its beauty
under threat.

Prologue
The prologue in the film contains a brief
introduction about enchantment with
the coastline and the sea.
I know
Where
My heart lies
I know
Where
It should be
Always
On a coastline
Always
On the sea.
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Script and Film Commentary
The script opens with a soliloquy imploring us to listen to the
voice of the sea while an abstracted view of ocean, land and sky
suggests a composition of connection. Angular and organic shapes
and colours join together with the title ‘Will the ocean sing
in blue’? The title implies the ocean has a voice and sings with
surprising clarity.
Hear me
Hear my voice
Hear the voice
Of the Salish Sea

A graduated series of waves surrounded by vibrant colours
and shapes fill the scene with movement. We feel the gradual
movements of spiral waves as they roll and crest in a series of
vibrant curves.
I lie
In the warmth
Of a glowing sun
And the crest
Of a curling wave

The beach is crowded, containing tantalizing scenes of activity.
In the scene called ‘Can we play with sand fish?’, we notice
the seashore churning with wave action, filling the beach with
bubbles and foam. A wet, shiny rock lies partially submerged
in water; seaweed is strewn on the sand. An outline of a
bottom fish emerges from the surroundings, suggesting life
abounds in the sea. The image transitions to a long and spacious beach that gently arcs into the distance.
I watch
The curves
Of a sandy beach
And every rock
And cave

Images This Page, Top to Bottom: Sea Voice:
Melody of Waves;
Can We Play With Sand Fish;
Bit of Beach
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What is the magic of the mist? Does it sweep across the waters
with a magician’s wand spreading into the morning with
‘density and diffusion’? Soft tones of grey and blue surround
the waters, mellowing the landscape.
I am
The magic
Of the morning mist
Rising
From the deep

While mist veils the landscape like a negligee, a reddish fog
drifts in and out of a window frame, as it descends upon us in
our sleep.
I am
The billowing
Rolls of fog
Gathering
As you sleep

The scene shifts dramatically to an amorphous radial of greens
and yellows symbolic of the sea star and other forms of life.
I see
The beauty
Of the sea stars
Lingering
At my feet

A ‘riot of abstract reds and blues’ describes a myriad of sharp
geometric reds and organic blues representing multiple colours
of ocean life .
A cosmos
Of red colours
Another
Natural treat
Images This Page, Top to Bottom: Fog Bank;
Fog Sleep;
Sea Star;
Cosmos of Red Colours
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How impoverished would the ocean be without the vertebrate
world of sea creatures? The curious seal is the ‘eye of the
waters’; it maneuvers confidently through ripples and strands
of kelp, moving like the sharp prow of a ship.
I see
The slip
And slide
Of harbour seals
Gliding
Through
My sea

As the story of the Salish Sea unfolds, a magical scene reveals
an animated group of seabirds ‘deep diving’ to retrieve ‘moon
pearls’ from the bottom of the sea. The viewer is invited to let
their imagination roam freely in this drama of ‘moon pearls
under the sea’.
I see
The wild birds
Dive and turn 10 diving birds
Their forms
Move fast
And free
The scene transforms to a surging storm; an abstraction of
textures and angled shapes jutting into the composition. Is this
the wrath of the Salish Sea? The soundtrack shrieks and wails,
forecasting dire events.
I feel
The surge
Of wintry storms 11 storm
That rage
Upon my shore
With every storm, comes a deluge of rain. It pours without
reprieve. Unrelenting. Unforgiving. Until we want no more.
I feel
The drum
Of pounding rains 12 rain
Until
I want no more

Images This Page, Top to Bottom: Seals;
Diving Birds;
Surge of the Storm;
Rain Pound
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The scene shifts to life cycles. Fish flash through the water,
heralding the arrival of herring. Each spring, these tiny fish lay
their eggs on seaweed, kelp, and branches. The tiny, silvery fish
form an important food source and trade item for Indigenous
coastal people. However, the herring fishery on British Columbia’s West coast has been a source of debate with thousands of
tons removed from the natural food chain annually.
I see
The flash
Of silvery fish
And pearly eggs
Of white

Tiny eggs in the form of moons cling to dense debris of kelp, a
further appeal to our imagination
Clinging
To the strands
Of kelp
They seek
Warm rays of light
In this mosaic of rainbow colours, fish and bears gather at the

spawning grounds for their annual feast of salmon in the fall.
A spirit bear known as the white bear mother oversees the
entry to the spawning grounds.
I think
Of the white bear
Mother
As she lumbers
Beyond my shore

Images This Page, Top to Bottom: Silvery Fish
and Eggs;
Clinging;
Spawn
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A single salmon leaps into the air symbolizing energy, the
mighty leap required to negotiate waterfalls on the long
journey from ocean to spawning grounds. While populations
are experiencing sharp declines on the Northwest Coast, we
need to ask the inevitable question. “Will there evermore be
salmon?”
Searching
For the salmon
Will they be there
Evermore?

The salmon image shifts to an oil ship in distress, caught in
deep ocean swells and angry waves. Will the Salish Sea swallow
the ship or let it escape unharmed?
I fear
That
Every ship
Of oil
That travels
On my back

Images This Page, Top to Bottom: Salmon 2;
Will the Oil Ship Survive?
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With the sinking of the Titanic, a passenger ship lost in
the Atlantic ocean many years ago, the idea of ‘sinking and
cracking’ are reminders of the forces of Nature as powerful and
deadly.
Will we hear
The sound
Of the Titanic
And things that sink
And crack

Following every storm there comes a reprieve as the ocean
stills. A slip of blue appears on a rough textured mass of
abstracted stone.
I fear
For every
Rock and stone
And every bit
Of beach

Beaches and ocean life covered in oil are a constant threat to
the Salish Sea as the environment can be quickly and severely
impacted with one spill. A dark arrangement of seals and
whales signals ‘dark devastation’ while an ominous ’oil moon’
glows in the sky.
Covered
In a blackened slick
That
We will
Never reach

Oceans are vulnerable to oil spills, from the tiniest spiral shells
to the beautiful, pearly nautilus.
I feel
The chill
Of my cold waters
The chill
Of rising sea

Images This Page, Top to Bottom: Ship Sinking:
Ocean Calm;
Oil Moon;
Shell
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A ship follows a pristine coastline. The title of the
image ‘No oil on my beach’ is a sign of resistance
from the harm of ‘ocean oil traffic’. A lack of political will to curb pollution from a ‘storm and spill’
event is a stark reminder that we must take greater
measures to protect the Salish Sea.
I feel
Another chill A lack of will
To save
The Salish Sea

The wish to save the Salish Sea shifts to an idyllic
scene - a gentle swell with waves washing quietly
on a beach. All is well as the ocean heaves a sigh of
relief on the sound track.
If I had
One wish
I know
What it would be
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One way to protect vulnerable ocean environments
involves creating sanctuaries with special protection.
The refrain “keep me wild and free” echoes on the
sound track, an acknowledgement of respect and
reverence for oceans. An abstract composition of
angular ‘ships and sails’ in a star studded environment guides mariners on their destination.
Please
Do me no harm
Keep me
Wild and free

In a bid to respect the ‘wild
and free,’ colourful, billowing sails remind us to feel
the ‘wind and spray’ of the
ocean, and to become more
attuned to natural forces,
living in harmony with
Nature.
Hear me
Hear my voice
Hear the voice
Of the Salish Sea

Images Opposite Page, Top to
Bottom: No Oil on My Beach;
Heart of the Storm;
In the Calm of a Swell
Images This Page, Top to Bottom:
Boating;
Wind in My Sails
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Summary
A poem by Afrose Ahmed titled ‘A star guides my ship’ in
Zuk (2019) inspires thought and action as we think about the
future. Should ships carrying fossil fuels and dangerous cargo
be allowed on the stormy Salish Sea? Will our course be steady
and straight? Will it be guided by wisdom as we determine
policies for the care and protection of the Salish Sea?
A Star Guides My Ship
How is it that a celestial body

grade level to develop a greater awareness and appreciation of
our natural environment, especially in the province of British
Colmbia. •
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who knows nothing of me
- my origin, my home, my
heart - can lead me through
the wet night? It’s as if a
bird in its seasonal migration
was the way a sea turtle
knows if it is headed to
dryness or not.
And despite the distractions,
the dancing of hanging fuchsias
behind the light and shadow screen
of the earth’s atmosphere as if
they were jinns dancing on the bare
backs of winged horses, my course
as steady as the planet’s orbit,
as straight as the surface of the ocean,
as simple as the evolution of consciousness.

Further Thoughts
We must leave room in the art curriculum to deal with ecology
issues, using every means possible to engage students with the
natural order of things. This means consulting with experts,
engaging students in plein air experiences, and organizing a
program of immersive nature walks and outings. Beginning
with the words “Smell the sea and feel the sky”, build respect
for Nature through first hand experiences on beaches, in
parks, and wilderness recreation areas. There is room at every
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